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__________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: GIULIA ALBERICO 
 Title: MADRIGALE 
 Pages:  260 
 First Publisher: Sellerio 
 Publication: 1999 – new edition 2019 
 Rights: Worldwide 
 

 Rights sold to: Editorial Minuscula (Spain, 2018) 
 

LIKE A LYRIC BY BORGES, A HOME TELLS THE GENERATIONS THAT HAVE LIVED IT. A 
CHALLENGING, MOVING BOOK, ORIGINAL IN ITS PLOTS AND STYLE, WRITTEN IN 

A CLEAR, BRILLIANT LANGUAGE. 
 

ARTURO LORIA AWARD 2000 
 

The first story, The house of 1908, seems to carry the traces of an old poetry by Borges in which 
things are said, the objects that surround the lives of men, which seem to be the very emblem of 
passing, of dust, and instead they came first and they will survive. The house tells in first person of 
the generations that it hosted and it dislocates the stories and the characters not according to the 
order of the time, but according to that of the space, replacing the before and the after with a here 
and there. Like silent motionless specters, on which to spread a pitiful and tender gaze. These three 
debut stories have the ties of memory, time and its prisons all in the forefront. 
 
Madrigale is composed of three fascinating short stories: The house of  1908,  Donna 
Ortensia, Regina. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: GIULIA ALBERICO 
 Title:  The game of chance 
 Pages:   180 
 First Publisher: Sellerio 
 Publication: 2002 
 Rights: Worldwide 
 

 Rights sold to: Record (Brazil) 
 

To write to defeat oblivion. To write to defeat time and, at the same time, discover that after all time is 
circular and always retraces its steps. This is the core argument of the novel. The narrative structure is 
at the same time composite and choral. 
 
Giulia Alberico was born in San Vito Chietino in 1949. She studied Classical Literature in Rome and 
has been a teacher since 1974. 
Her books: Cuanta Pasion (Mondadori, 2009), Il vento caldo del Garbino (Mondadori 2007), Come 
Sheherazade (Rizzoli, 2004), Madrigale (Sellerio 1999) Arturo Loria Award 2000, Il gioco della sorte 
(Sellerio 2002), and also Il corpo gentile, Conversazioni con  Massimo Girotti (Sossella 2003), I libri 
sono timidi (Filema 2007), Torre Petrosa  Prize, 2008. Her last novels, Un amore sbagliato, 
(Sonzogno, 2015) and Grazia (Sem libri, 2017). 
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 Author: GIULIA ALBERICO       
 Title:     GRAZIA 
 Pages:   250 
 First Publisher: Sem 
 Publication: 5th October, 2017 

 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
THERE ARE THINGS THAT  SOONER OR LATER A  MOTHER AND A 
DAUGHTER  MUST  TELL  EACH OTHER. WHATEVER THE COST 

 

With her graceful, elegant narrative style, Giulia Alberico tells a delicate story of conflicting 
feelings, and shows us how the courage to face the pain of an unhappy family can reveal 
hidden truths. 
 
Together with her husband Cesare, Teresa returns to the provincial village where she was born for the funeral 
of her mother, Grazia. 
Although only intending to stay a few days, Teresa finds herself forced to remain to deal with the problems 
which - together with her debts - Grazia has left behind. First of all, the fact that she has sold off all the 
family's properties. 
Grazia was from a very wealthy old bourgeoise family, and Teresa must solve a series of puzzles which seem 
to be the only legacy her mother has bequeathed her - including that of the difficult relationship that always 
existed between them: a strange vacuum, an emptiness between mother and daughter, which has always 
caused Teresa pain. But now she will finally learn the truth about her origins. 
As she discovers the history of the Savio family, from the early 1920s through the war and the long months of 
'43 and '44 right up to the present day, Teresa searches the big house, piecing together fragmentary 
information and meeting people who preserve memories of a time gone by, and secrets which have been 
hidden her whole life will finally emerge, allowing Teresa a partial reconciliation with the mother from whom 
she had always felt so distant. 
 

“After her beautiful debut Madrigale, Giulia Alberico displays special grace in this story of overwhelming 
emotions”. Paolo Di Paolo 

"The complex geometry of relationships is eventually discarded, and when all seems lost something 
unexpected happens. Something called life." Il Foglio 

 
Giulia Alberico was born in San Vito Chietino in 1949. She studied Classical Literature in Rome and has 
been a teacher since 1974. Her books: Cuanta Pasion (Mondadori, 2009), Il vento caldo del garbino 
(Mondadori 2007), Come Sheherazade (Rizzoli, 2004), Madrigale (Sellerio 1999) Arturo Loria Award 
2000. Il gioco della sorte (Sellerio 2002), and also Il corpo gentile, Conversazioni con  Massimo 
Girotti (Sossella 2003), I libri sono timidi (Filema 2007), Torre Petrosa  Prize, 2008. Her last novels, 
Un amore sbagliato, (Sonzogno, 2015) and Grazia (Sem libri, 2017). 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: GIULIA ALBERICO 
 Title:      A WRONG LOVE 
                 (UN AMORE SBAGLIATO) 
 Pages:   250 
 First Publisher: Sonzogno 
 Publication: 2014 
  
 Rights: Worldwide 
 

AFTER BETRAYING HER HUSBAND, LEA FINDS OUT THAT HER NEW 
LOVER IS IN LOVE WITH A MAN. THE CLASSIC ROMANTIC TRIANGLE, 

WITH SOME UNEXPECTED SIDE. 
 
When you think your life is headed toward a quiet and boring maturity, something unexpected 
happens. Love knocks at your door. This must have thought Lea, the protagonist of A Wrong Love. 
The relationship with Stefano, an always busy university professor, is slowly fading after the first few 
years of living together happily. When Lea met Marco feels immediately upset, between senses of 
guilt and self-irony, she slowly surrenders to her feelings. Even when Marco confesses her to have a 
long relationship with a young man, who loves and who cares about, Lea fantastic to find a place in 
this bizarre love's polygon. But it can not work. At some time, everything suddenly seems to collapse 
and Lea is alone to face a world of dilemmas. And she'll have to take a decision that will change her 
life. 
 

A female and intimate novel, told with a poetic writing, that reveals the heart of women and the 
fatigue of supporting a cruel and ironic fate. Giulia Alberico is an author with a brilliant style of 
writing and a strong psychological sensitivity. 
 

“From the beautiful debut, Madrigale, Giulia Alberico showed his special grace in the story of 
feelings, always overwhelmed - to borrow the titles of her novels - “the game of chance” and the “hot 

wind” that creeps and upsets." Paolo Di Paolo 
 

"The complex geometry of relationships eventually discarded, and when all seems lost something 
unexpected happens. Something that is called life." Il Foglio 

 
“Introspective and psychological writer, Giulia Alberico is highly descriptive when sweep places, 

moods and emotions of his characters. Impossible not to find our own life!"  
Il Tempo 

 
Giulia Alberico was born in San Vito Chietino in 1949. She studied Classical Literature in Rome and has 
been a teacher since 1974. 
Her books: Cuanta Pasion (Mondadori, 2009), Il vento caldo del Garbino (Mondadori 2007), Come 
Sheherazade (Rizzoli, 2004), Madrigale (Sellerio 1999) Arturo Loria Award 2000, Il gioco della sorte (Sellerio 
2002), and also Il corpo gentile, Conversazioni con  Massimo Girotti (Sossella 2003), I libri sono timidi (Filema 
2007), Torre Petrosa  Prize, 2008. Her last novels, Un amore sbagliato, (Sonzogno, 2015) and Grazia (Sem libri, 
2017). 
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__________________________________________________________________________ 
  
Author: BARBARA ALBERTI 
 Title:     DO NOT SELL ME, MOM! 
                (NON MI VENDERE, MAMMA!) 
 Pages:  120 
 First Publisher: Nottetempo 
 Publication: 2016 

 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
English sample available 
 

AN ADULT FAIRY TALE ON THE ISSUE OF SURROGACY BETWEEN MAGIC AND 
TOPICAL, A MOVING AND LUCID STORY THAT MAKES YOU THINK ABOUT THE 
NEW FRONTIERS OF POVERTY, THE NEW WAYS OF COMMODIFICATION OF THE 
FEMALE BODY. 
 
Asia is an abandoned child, she grews up in a school of nuns where she fell in love with Lillo, 
called The Shade. When they grow up, they go to live together, Asia has become beautiful 
like a sunflower, he is a loser bully. Asia does everything he wants, and he takes advantage 
on her. When he gets into troubles, he obliges Asia to prostitution, but he needs more and 
more money, because he has became a drug addicted. One day Lillo discovers on the 
surrogacy's web site that the american couple Trump is looking for a girl willing to carry the 
pregnancy in exchange for a lot of money, so he has got the solution for all his problems. 
Asia will find herself in a Swiss clinic to get through pregnancy; protection, comfort, 
presents, kindness and continuous medical checks is the way in which the Trump take care 
of their child. Asia is stunned and fascinated from all that cares. 
One night, while Asia is sleeping, a strange feeble voice wakes up Asia: "Are you stupid, 
Mom? Do you really want to give me to those two?", “Don't sell me, Mom!” Asia is upset, it is 
her baby voice speaking to her. Thus, it begins their secret relationship. For the first time, 
Asia hides something to Lillo. Asia is confused, she hates a little the baby and she would not 
listen to him, because he's trying to mess up their plans, but at the same time she is 
enchanted by his speeches. Chico, he calls himself, does everything to convince her mother 
not to abandon him, because the pregnancy has created an unbreakable bond between 
them. 
 
Barbara Alberti  is an Italian writer, journalist, and screenwriter. In her eclectic production, 
which aims to fight loser of the feminine image, she is also the author of screenplays, 
including  Il portiere di notte by  Liliana Cavani (1974) and Melissa P. (2005), and texts theater 
(Ecce Homo). She has held a pungent weekly column ("La posta di Barbara Alberti") of Il 
Fatto Quotidiano. She is usually involved as a commentator on several television talks shows 
and radio programmes. 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: SIMONA BALDELLI 
 Title:      EVELINA AND THE FAIRIES 
                 (EVELINA E LE FATE) 
 Pages:   252 
 First Publisher: Giunti 
 Publication: 2013 

 
 Rights sold to: Roca Editorial (Spain) 
 
AN ASTONISHING NOVEL THAT CONNECTS THE THREADS OF 
HISTORY TO THOSE OF A LITTLE GIRL'S FANTASY WORLD, ON A 
FARM IN THE ITALIAN COUNTRYSIDE 

SHORTLISTED FOR THE CALVINO PRIZE 2012 
WINNER OF THE JOHN FANTE PRIZE 2013 

 

The novel opens with a memorable scene, the arrival of evacuees during the second world war. To 
Evelina it seems that the souls of the dead are coming out from the snow. The child sees two fairies: 
the Black, with dark traits, and the Scepa, the cheerful fairy, colorful, with a floral dress, always 
laughing. 
The partisans are camped around the house in the country: their leader, The Toscan, has obtained 
food from Evelina’s father, who sympathizes with them. Evelina and her brothers, Sergio and Maria 
one day find the corpse of a German killed by partisans: the Black makes them run away and hide 
moments before the Germans arrived. In a relentless succession of twists, on the hills behind Pesaro, 
the last year of the Second World War is filtered through the magic eyes of childhood, and includes 
Evelina’s whole family and the secret of a Jewish girl hidden under a trapdoor in the barn. 
Magic and reality are blended, reviving the rural world and the fairy tales, the complex plot of civil 
and world war. 
The essential style, enriched with dialect expressions, makes the story more real: magic words, 
nursery rhymes, which open the door to dreams or prophecy. 
 

“The surprising debut novel from Simona Baldelli is a magical book.” La Repubblica 
 

“A magical story, full of tenderness and mystery.  A poetic and rhythmic novel.” L'Unità 
 
 

Simona Baldelli was born in Pesaro and lives in Rome. Writer, actress 
and speaker, her first novel, Evelina e le Fate (Giunti, 2013), was a finalist 
for the Italo Calvino Prize 2012 and winner of the John Fante Literary 
Prize 2013. This was followed by Il Tempo Bambino and La Vita a 
Rovescio, winner of the Città di Cave Caffè Corretto Literary Prize, a 
novel inspired by the true story of Caterina Vizzani (1735) - a woman 
who for eight years dressed as a man -. Rossini's Last Score is her latest 
novel. Sellerio will publish in 2019 the novel The Alley of Imaginary. 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: SIMONA BALDELLI 
 Title:     INSIDE OUT OF LIFE 
                 (LA VITA A ROVESCIO) 
 Pages:   416 
 First Publisher: Giunti 
 Publication: 2016 

 
Rights: Worldwide except English 
  
WITH A MAGNETIC STYLE AND DEEP INSIGHT THE AUTHOR 
TELLS THE ADVENTUROUS AND UNCONVENTIONAL LIFE OF 
AN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY JOAN OF ARC. 

 
 
Rome 1735. Catherine is not beautiful, is not rich, is marked by smallpox, and on her hangs 
the accusation of witchcraft. What future can she have? As women, no one. But as a man? As 
a men she can invent a new life, travel, work, she can see her ability recognized. She can also 
love, loved in return, other women. Yes, because she is born upside down and dress up as a 
man is the only way to lead a respectable life. So Caterina Vizzani becomes Giovanni Bordoni 
and within a few years from a simple stablemen arrives to cover the position of director of the 
small village of Librafratta. Appreciated and valueted, Giovanni is a seducer of women, his 
latest conquest, however, it will be fatal: he falls in love with the nephew of a prelate. The 
young lovers flee together with the intention of get married but they are achieved by thugs 
hired by the priest. Giovanni will be wounded by a musket shot and rushed to the hospital 
where he is forced to reveal his true nature. 
Between historical reconstruction and adventure novel, Simona Baldelli tells the amazing 
story of Caterina Vizzani and touching the timeless themes of women's emancipation and the 
pursuit of personal happiness, creating a picaresque world pervaded by a subtle eroticism. 
 

 
“EVELINA E LE FATE” WAS SHORTLISTED FOR THE CALVINO PRIZE 2012  

AND WON THE JOHN FANTE PRIZE 2013 
 

 
 
Simona Baldelli  was born in Pesaro and lives in Rome. Writer, actress and speaker, her first 
novel, Evelina e le Fate (Giunti, 2013), was a finalist for the Italo Calvino Prize 2012 and winner 
of the John Fante Literary Prize 2013. This was followed by Il Tempo Bambino and La Vita a 
Rovescio, winner of the Città di Cave Caffè Corretto Literary Prize, a novel inspired by the true 
story of Caterina Vizzani (1735) - a woman who for eight years dressed as a man. Rossini's Last 
Score is her latest novel. Sellerio will publish in 2019 the novel The Alley of Imaginary. 
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Author: BESNIK MUSTAFAJ 

Title:     PETITE SAGA CARCERALE 

(PICCOLA SAGA CARCERARIA) 
  
 
Pages:   204 

First Publisher: Toena (Albania) 

Rights sold to: Castelvecchi (Italy), Actes sud (France), 
Frankfurter verlaganstalt (Germany) 
 
Publication:  2017  

 
Rights: Worldwide 

 

 
Quand il pense à son père qu’il n’a jamais vu, Omer Tzatza imagine un héros intouchable, pourfendeur 
des injustices et défenseur des faibles ; en prison, où il le voit pour la première fois, il découvre la réalité 
d’un homme diminué… et le mythe se casse, d’un coup. 
De leur première nuit ensemble depuis des semaines, Luli — dans sa solitude de prisonnier — s’était 
fait un monde : mais, gagné par la torpeur et l’angoisse, il ne parvient pas même à toucher Linda.  
Et quand tous les détenus politiques s’en vont, le gardien tente de les remplacer par des pierres, traîne 
son épouse et sa fille dans les cellules pour combler ce vide intolérable… 
Besnik Mustafaj, dans ce triptyque romanesque, traite d’un unique sujet : les méfaits insidieux de 
l’incarcération. Et, renouant avec les thèmes qui l’obsèdent, il se penche sur la lente et intime 
transformation d’un individu au contact d’une structure coercitive. C’est avec une étonnante maîtrise 
qu’il pénètre le sens intime d’une souffrance perçue bien au-delà du versant de l’injustice politique. 
 
 

Besnik Mustafaj est né à Bajram Curri dans la région de Trop oja au nord de l'Albanie. Il étudie la langue 
française à l’Université de Tirana.  À partir de 1989, il joue un rôle important dans le processus de 
démocratisation en Albanie. Il est membre fondateur du parti démocratique (premier parti 
d'opposition) et élu député lors des premières élections libres en mars 1991. 
En 1992, ses premiers livres sont traduits en français et publiés chez Actes Sud. Le 11 septembre 2005, il 
devient ministre des Affaires étrangères, puis il démissionne le 24 avril 2007. 
Depuis 2009, il se consacre à son métier d'écrivain, mais ne publie rien jusqu'à l'automne 2013 où parait 
à Tirana son roman : Autoportret me teleskop ( Autoportrait au télescope ). À l'automne 2014, il publie 
chez le même éditeur (Botimet Toena): Bishti i kometës (La queue de la comète). 
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__________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: STEFANO BETTERA 
 Title:     DO THE RIGHT THING. 6 BUDDHIST TIPS TO 
ORIENTATE YOURSELF IN TODAY'S WORLD  
        (FAI LA COSA GIUSTA. 6 CONSIGLI BUDDISTI 
PER ORIENTARSI NEL MONDO DI OGGI)  
 
Pages:   140 
 First Publisher: Morellini editore  
 Publication: September, 2018 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 

A MANUAL TO FIND, THROUGH SIX PATHS, THE 
SERENITY AND THE SMILE IN OUR DAILY LIFE 

     
 
The smile of Gotama, the Buddha, is the smile of serenity, of those who have chosen to live in 
the world with awareness and kindness, enthusiasm, authenticity and care for themselves and 
the world. These are the "paramita" of Buddhism, the "models" on which the six chapters of 
this book unfold: six tips, six paths useful to set not only their own practice but also a "guide" 
for the world of today, for to create the conditions that make us flourish authentically as human 
beings. 
They are models, suggestions. Not rigid schemes, prescriptions or rules not to be broken. There 
is no judgment or punishment and no one, if not our awareness can show us how to "do the 
right thing" in the circumstances of life. 
Following these inspirations will make our steps more firm and careful, but the authors of the 
journey are always us and the way we give depth and life to these models always depends on our 
creativity. 
We are all often dissatisfied with our life when sometimes a smile is enough to change 
perspective. Smile then, as Gotama smiled and let your joy and enthusiasm lead your steps on 
the road! 
 
 
 Stefano Davide Bettera is the author of the book Felice as a Buddha (Morellini Editore 
2017). In addition to writing books, he collaborates with Yoga Journal Italia and with Italian 
and international organizations. He also conducts meetings inspired by his books and his 
path of practice for the contemporary world. 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: FIOLY BOCCA 
 Title:     WHEREVER YOU WILL 
                 (OVUNQUE TU SARAI) 
 Pages:   160 
 First Publisher: Giunti 
 Publication: 2015 
  
Rights sold to: Norway (Tiden Norsk Forlag) – Germany 
(Rowohlt Wunderlich) – France (Éditions Denoël) - Turkey 
(Bal Publishing) 
Rights: worldwide 
 
English sample available 
French, Norwegian and Turkish translations available 

 
A CONTEMPORARY TALE THAT COMBINES THE PAIN OF LOSING WITH THE LOVE 
THAT LURKS AROUND THE CORNER, A NOVEL ABOUT THE MAGIC POWER OF A 
MEETING 

50.000 COPIES SOLD, 3 REPRINTS AND 2 PAPERBACK EDITION 
Anita is a thirty-three year old woman who lives in Turin. She has been with her boyfriend for 
more than ten years. She struggles to maintain the precarious balance between her private 
and professional lives: the relationship with her boyfriend is worn out, her job as literary 
agent is boring and monotonous. When her mother is diagnosed with cancer, Anita goes back 
to Obra, the small village in the mountains of Trentino where she was born and where her 
mother still lives. When she cannot go to visit her mother, Anita writes her letters, trying to 
reassure her. During one of her trips to Obra Anita meets Arun, a writer of children's novels, 
and something happens inside her. Arun has many stories to tell and the most surprising one 
is the story of his life: he is the son of an Italian journalists married to a Cambodian woman, 
who went to Cambodia to write all the truth about Pol Pot dictatorship. Both his parents were 
killed by the regime leaving him alone. Anita and Arun start seeing each other and very soon 
he confesses to love her. But Anita is too confused about her feelings and when her mother 
dies they stop seeing each other and everything seems to fall apart. When, months later, 
casually picked up the new book by Arun, she has a revelation, and the face of the writer is 
superimposed on an episode of her childhood. Everything runs faster then, and the pursuit of 
a ransom gets a frantic rush that leads her in Denmark. 

“A new and talented voice but already mature.” La Stampa 
 

“Fioly Bocca hits the target with a delicate and poignant story.” Donna Moderna 
 

Fioly Bocca lives in the hills of Monferrato and is mother of two children. She debuted with the novel 
Ovunque tu sarai (Giunti 2015), that received an immediate success and it is being publishing in 
Germany, France, Norway and Turkey. 
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__________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: FIOLY BOCCA 
 Title:     EMOTION IN EVERY FOOTSTEP 
                  (L’EMOZIONE IN OGNI PASSO) 
 Pages:   180 
 First Publisher: Giunti  
 Publication: April, 2016 
  
Rights sold to: Germany (Rowohlt Wunderlich), France 
(Éditions Denoël), Netherlands (Xander) 
 

AN EVOCATIVE AND POIGNANT STORY ABOUT 
LOVE, PAIN AND ABOUT THE FATE 

THAT DRAWS OUR DESTINIES 
 

    40.000 COPIES SOLD 
 
Alma is a 35-years-old woman and she has a small bookshop in Bologna. During the holiday 
with a friend of her on a farm in Monferrato, she knows Bruno, a horse riding instructor. 
Aided by the magical landscape, the two fall in love, but in a few months Bruno decides to 
terminate the relationship and Alma remains saddened and discouraged. 
Frida is a 55-years old woman and she is a psychiatrist. Since her husband died in Syria during 
an attack, she decides to abandon her profession and going forth to the people who have 
knew him. Alma and Frida meet on the Camino de Santiago. Both have lost something 
precious and both somehow try to regain their armony. Frida and Alma are very different and 
they still do not know that sharing fatigue and pain is often a prelude of a miracle. 
Among walking kilometers and fateful encounters, a deep and poignant novel about the fate 
and the passions, that consecrates Fioly Bocca as one of the most talented voice of the Italian 
women's fiction. 
 

“A new and talented voice but already mature.” La Stampa 
 

“Fioly Bocca hits the target with a delicate and poignant story”. Donna Moderna 
 

 
 
  
Fioly Bocca lives in the hills of Monferrato and is mother of two children. Her debut novel 
Ovunque tu sarai (Giunti 2015) has received an immediate success and it has published in 
Germany, France, Norway and Turkey. After she has published, Emotion in every footstep 
(Giunti 2016) and A place to return (Giunti, 2017). 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: JILL COOPER 
 Title:     A LIFE OF MY OWN 
                 (UNA VITA TUTTA MIA) 
 Pages:   380 
 First Publisher: Sperling & Kupfer 
 Publication:  16 October, 2018  
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 

ENGLISH FULL TEXT AVAILABLE 
 

2 REPRINTS IN ONE MOUNTH 
 

ELIZABETH COLE KNOWS WHAT IT MEANS TO HIT ROCK BOTTOM, 
BUT SHE ALSO KNOWS THAT SHE DESERVES THE BEST LIFE HAS TO 

OFFER: NOW THE TIME HAS COME TO GRAB IT. A STORY OF DETERMINATION, BRAVERY 
AND REBIRTH. 

 

Elizabeth Cole knows what dreams are worth. She was barely in her twenties when she left the States 
for Italy chasing a love that turned out to be a nothing but a dream. She decided not to go back, 
enchanted by Rome’s warm and colorful atmosphere. Italy becomes her home, and she falls for a man 
she thinks might bring back the feelings of her first love. This too will turn into a nightmare, though, 
yet beyond his humiliation and abuse she gains one fantastic reward: a sweet, wonderful daughter. 
After hitting rock bottom she finds the strength to fight back, leave her old life and start anew, for her 
sake and for her daughter’s. 
Alone in a foreign country, deserted by her family in the States and harassed by her vengeful ex-
husband, Elizabeth struggles in search for an identity of her own and a renewed self-confidence. She 
knows, however, that her daughter’s future is in her hands. And she knows that destiny exists, just 
like miracles and second opportunities. A phone call can bring you success; a red traffic light can bring 
back a never-forgotten love. It’s up to us to seize the moment and put ourselves on the line with 
determination, keeping an open heart and chasing our dreams. 
 
In her first novel, Jill Cooper tells us a heartbreaking and yet romantic tale of female rebirth. 
A novel that is both passionate and genuine, a message of hope for all women. 

 
JILL COOPER was born in Wichita, Kansas, grew up in Florida, 
studied in New York and graduated in Rome.  She is a fitness 
expert and personal trainer of TV stars and has been a fitness 
consultant and teacher for some of the most successful 
programmes on Italian TV: Maria De Filippi's Amici, Grande 
Fratello, Verissimo, Maurizio Costanzo Show, Pomeriggio Cinque, 
Mattino Cinque, Forum and Buona Domenica. In 2017 she took 
part in Pechino Express, where she reached the final. 

She’s a Brand on HSE 24, the digital TV channel specializing in fitness and wellness. She is the founder 
of "Coal Sport" and creator of the SuperJump training method which is becoming increasingly popular 
worldwide. www.jillcooper.it  FB / IG @jillcoopersuperjump 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: MATTEO FERRARIO 
 Title:    GIVE ME ALL YOUR EVIL 
                (DAMMI TUTTO IL TUO MALE) 
 Pages:   316 
 First Publisher: Harper Collins Italia 
 Publication: 31 st August, 2017 
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
English sample available 
 
 

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO PROTECT THE ONES YOU LOVE? 
A PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER ABOUT A SHOCKING SECRETS OF 

A FATHER, A NEW STRONG ITALIAN VOICE 
 

 
Andrea is a librarian and a loving father. Since his partner is gone away, he raises his daughter Viola 
as a devoted dad. But Andrea is not only a thoughtful man, is above all a murderer. And his homicide 
is related with the disappearance of Barbara, Viola's mother. The novel is the Andrea's confession, his 
memories of the love affair with Barbara mingle with those of the murder, but also with his touching 
way of take care of the daughter. In a very balanced style, his stream of consciousness unfolds to the 
readers through two narrative levels, perfectly blend together in a compelling plot that hides until the 
end, why he has killed. And why their family is broken, why Barbara is gone away. Firmly, Andrea 
leads the reader to the final revelation that reassembles the pieces shattered. A powerful novel by 
breathtaking pace, a new great writer who keeps the reader hooked from the first page to the last. 

 
"Realistic and ruthless, like a kind of Ris of the soul." IO DONNA 

 
"Can you kill for love? Read the first lines.” VENERDI' DI REPUBBLICA 

 
"At the end of the book, you find yourself happy to have lost in the iron arm with the fancy of the 

author." VANITY FAIR 
 

"A narrative space in which Matteo Ferrario ventures with the pace of the middle-distance runner." 
AMICA 

 
Matteo Ferrario was born in 1975. Architect, journalist and translator, he has published several 
short stories and two novels: Buia (2014) and Il mostro dell'hinterland (2015), both released by 
Fernandel, an independent quality fiction publisher. After Dammi tutto il tuo male (2017) is going to 
be released Hatred (Harper Collins, February 2019). 
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 Title: DANTE’S SECRET BOOK 
           (IL LIBRO SEGRETO DI DANTE) 
Pages:   300 
First Publisher: Newton Compton 
Publication: 2011 
 
  Rights sold to:  
• HC EDITIONS (FRANCE) • SUMA DE LETRAS (SPAIN)  
• EVRO GIUNTI (SERBIA) • EVORA (BRAZIL)  
• REBIS (POLAND) • ZBOOKA (RUSSIA)  
• LITTLE SEED BOOKS (KOREA)  
 
Foreign Rights held by Newton Compton 

 

INTRIGUES, THEOREMS, SURPRISING REVELATIONS ABOUT THE MOST IMPORTANT POEM 
OF ALL TIME. WHAT MYSTERY LIES IN THE MOST CRYPTIC VERSES OF THE GREAT POET? 
 

Has Dante really been killed by malaria, like everyone in Ravenna believe? Or did anyone have reasons 
to wish for his death and the disappearance of a secret with him? Tormented by this doubt, the daughter 
of the poet, Sister Beatrice, a former templar named Bernard and a doctor, Giovanni da Lucca, began a 
double investigation to clarify what happened. They try hard to decipher a coded message left by Dante 
and in the meantime they put themselves on the trail of his alleged murderers, discovering that many 
harbored a profound aversion to the poet. It will not be easy to find the key to the secret hidden in the 
Divine Comedy and to find out who wanted to prevent the work from ending. But why Alighieri had 
decided to hide the last thirteen songs of Paradise with such great care? 
Refined theorems, complex intrigues and unveiling truths are hidden between the verses of 
the three cantos, such as the identity of Veltro, or the announcement of the arrival of a 
mysterious avenger ... On the historical background of the political and economic crisis of the 
fourteenth century, Dante's secret book intertwines real events and fictional characters, 
weaving plots full of mystery and disturbing questions. 
 

"Amuses with intelligence." TTL- La Stampa 
 

"It's a mystery to be enjoyed, without ever forgetting the great original that inspired it." 
Venerdì di Repubblica 

 
"Success for the dantist Fioretti playing with the comedy's puzzles." Corriere della Sera 

 

Francesco Fioretti (1960) is a Professor of Italian literature; in 2012 he gained a doctorate at the University of 
Eichstätt in Germany, with a thesis on the Stilnovo of Dante and Cavalcanti, published by Aracne, 2012. Il libro 
segreto di Dante, his first novel published in 2011, received very good reviews, shot up the Italian bestseller lists, 
and stayed there for months. Il quadro segreto di Caravaggio and La profezia di Dante were published by Newton 
Compton in 2012 and 2013. 
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 Author: FRANCESCO FIORETTI 
 Title: CARAVAGGIO’S SECRET PICTURE 
           (IL QUADRO SEGRETO DI CARAVAGGIO) 
Pages:   300 
 First Publisher: Newton Compton 
 Publication: 2012 
 
Rights sold to: France (HC editions) 
 
Foreign Rights held by Newton Compton 
 

A MYSTERIOUS SERIAL KILLER IS AT LARGE IN 
CARAVAGGIO’S ROME BUT HIS IDENTITY WILL BE 

REVEALED BY A PAINTING...  

 

Rome, 1604. In the sombre atmosphere of the Counter-Reformation, more and more artists 
paint dramatic scenes encircled with darkness. Caravaggio often uses models from poor 
backgrounds for his paintings. One day Anna Bianchini, a prostitute who has posed for him, is 
found dead in her bed by her friend Fillide, another courtesan who has modelled for him. 
Caravaggio goes round to Anna’s house and paints the two women one last time in THE 
DEATH OF THE VIRGIN: Anna is the dead Madonna and Fillide the grieving Mary 
Magdalene at her bedside. The painting, completed in 1606, causes a scandal and is rejected 
by the church of Santa Maria della Scala. But all Caravaggio’s models now seem to be in peril 
of their lives: an attempt is made to kill Fillide too, and the artist is worried about his mistress 
Lena Antognetti, another former prostitute. The investigations lead to an official at the papal 
court, the patron of the DEATH OF THE VIRGIN, a religious fanatic and strict moralist. The 
painter denounces him by including him in that painting as a figure standing provocatively in 
the background. But when Caravaggio discovers the true motive for the murders, he is forced 
to leave Rome, and cannot save Lena, the woman he loves... 
 

“Excellent writing and a historical setting rebuilt with passion.” Il Venerdì di Repubblica 
 

“Fioretti plays its cards on the many historical theories that led Caravaggio to paint his 
masterpieces, unravel mysteries of the court, dusts figures existed and maneuver the fantasy 

until a final crackling.” La Stampa 
 
Francesco Fioretti (1960) is a Professor of Italian literature; in 2012 he gained a doctorate at 
the University of Eichstätt in Germany, with a thesis on the Stilnovo of Dante and Cavalcanti, 
published by Aracne, 2012. Il libro segreto di Dante, his first novel published in 2011, received 
very good reviews, shot up the Italian bestseller lists, and stayed there for months. Il quadro 
segreto di Caravaggio and La profezia di Dante (Newton Compton) in 2012 and 2013. La Selva 
Oscura. Il grande romanzo dell’Inferno the first rewrite of Dante's Inferno in modern prose 
was published by Rizzoli in 2015. 
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 Author: FRANCESCO FIORETTI 
 Title: THE DARK FOREST. THE GREAT NOVEL OF THE   
INFERNO 
(LA SELVA OSCURA. IL GRANDE ROMANZO DELL’INFERNO)      
 Pages:   320 
 First Publisher: Rizzoli 
 Publication: 2015 
 
Rights sold to: Hungary  (Typotex) – Book club edition 
(Mondolibri – Italy) 
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 

FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF IL LIBRO SEGRETO DI 
DANTE AND IL QUADRO SEGRETO DI CARAVAGGIO, 700.000 

COPIES SOLD 
With the energy and refined style of a skilled storyteller, Francesco Fioretti leads us into Dante's 
Inferno on the most astonishing trip of all time, a journey that will reveal to the reader the torments 
of hell. Round and round, circle after circle, the Inferno is disclosed with its puzzles and its depths, in 
an ambitious project: for the first time a writer  "rewrites" Dante's Inferno in modern prose without 
reducing or simplifying the content, even though Fioretti manages to untie the conceptual knots, 
explaining where matter has dark meanings. Reading The Dark Forest readers can enjoy one of the 
greatest masterpieces of all time as a contemporary novel, discovering the extraordinary modernity of 
Divina Commedia. This ambitious project is comparable to Italo Calvino's Orlando Furioso, 
Alessandro Baricco's Iliad, Aldo Busi's Decameron and Valerio Massimo Manfredi's Odyssey. 
 

"A good example of what used to be called intelligent disclosure." Il Sole 24 ore 
 

“A fictional rewriting of the "Divine Comedy": the narrative that takes hold, even from the point of 
view of language, the style of the Florentine poet,  making it however a read-accessible to the 

average reader." Corriere della Sera 
 

“The first undertaking of the broader challenge of turning the whole Commedia into fiction of 
excellence.” La Repubblica.it 

 
“Beautiful as a novel, an enjoyable book, also useful as an invitation to read the original Poem." 

Famiglia Cristiana 
 

Francesco Fioretti (1960) is a Professor of Italian literature; in 2012 he gained a doctorate at the 
University of Eichstätt in Germany, with a thesis on the Stilnovo of Dante and Cavalcanti, published 
by Aracne, 2012. Il libro segreto di Dante, his first novel published in 2011, received very good reviews, 
shot up the Italian bestseller lists, and stayed there for months. Il quadro segreto di Caravaggio and La 
profezia di Dante (Newton Compton) in 2012 and 2013. La Selva Oscura. Il grande romanzo dell’Inferno 
the first rewrite of Dante's Inferno in modern prose was published by Rizzoli in 2015. 
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 Author: TIZIANO FRATUS 
 Title:     EVERY TREE IS A POET. THE STORY OF A MAN WHO 
WALKS IN A FOREST 
                 (OGNI ALBERO È UN POETA. STORIA DI UN UOMO CHE 
CAMMINA NEL BOSCO) 
 Pages:   120 
 First Publisher: Mondadori 
 Publication: October, 2015 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
MANY COMPARE TIZIANO FRATUS TO MAURO CORONA FOR 
HIS ABILITY TO GIVE VOICE AND POETRY TO THE WORLD OF 
THE WOODS. WHAT IS CERTAIN IS THAT TIZIANO FRATUS IS A 
RARE AND GENUINE AUTHOR 

 
With this book, Tiziano Fratus finally combines his expertise with his great natural lyrical and 
literary ability. In his Every tree is a poet accompanying the reader in a walk in the magic of a wood, 
before the sunrise until after sunset, and every tree, every animal, every sound, every smell, offers 
food for thought, a teaching, a journey of thought. The book becomes a treasure chest for those who 
seek refuge outside the city, for those who want to get in touch with the hidden voice of nature to 
rediscover its roots. After having written books about ancient tree seekers, and collections of poetry, 
Tiziano Fratus for the first time combines his knowledge of nature and his literary power in a unique 
and precious book. His alter-ego Silvano, who took four million breaths and his heart beat a billion 
and a half times, accompanies the reader in a walk through the forest, the one that he calls “the 
magisterium of chaos”. He meets some strange people, chestnut trees, flying deer, leaves, and 
streams. Each of them inspires in him deep reflection, vision, and journeys of thought. Every tree is a 
poet is a book to be absorbed like in a forest, in which to go walking with a peaceful soul, at each 
step ready to be astonished by his magic. 
 

“A philosophical and religious approach, his poetry is a really poetry of nature.” La Repubblica  
 

“A vision able to combine membership to nature as far in human journey.” Corriere della Sera 
 

Having travelled in Europe, Asia and North America, Tiziano Fratus (Bergamo, 1975) has coined the concepts 
of 'Homo Radix' and 'alberografia' that provided inspiration for his books, photographic exhibitions, itineraries 
around the world and his weekly column “The seeker of trees” published on the Italian newspaper "La 
Stampa". Among his books: L'Italia e un giardino, Il Libro delle Foreste Scolpite and L’Italia è un bosco 
(Laterza), Manuale del perfetto cercatore d’alberi (Feltrinelli), Il sole che nessuno vede (Ediciclo, 2017), Vecchi e 
grandi alberi di Torino (Fusta/LaStampa) and the children's illustrated book Ci vuole un albero (Araba Fenice). 
His poems have been translated in eight languages and appeared on international journals such as "Los 
Angeles Review," "Gradiva," "Tabacaria," "Poetry International", "Ars Poetica". His web site: 
www.homoradix.com. 
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 Author: ROBERTA GENTILE 
 Title:     THE UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS 
                (GLI EFFETTI INDESIDERATI) 
 Pages:   180 
 First Publisher: Frassinelli 
 Publication: 8th April, 2016 
  
Rights: Italy 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A SURPRISING DEBUT, A NOVEL THAT EXCITES AND DISPLACES THE READER AT EVERY 

PAGE, BRINGING HIM IN A DIMENSION OF TOTAL EMPATHIZE WITH THE PROTAGONIST, 
WITH HIS ILLNESS, WITH HIS GRIEF 

 
This is the story of a young and brilliant architect who at his thirties, is diagnosed Parkinson's. His 
life, the life of his friends and of course the life of his relatives and colleagues, is upside down; in a 
short time all of them, particularly the protagonist and narrator, undergo the attack of the mad 
hurricane that disrupt the action and thoughts. The drugs with their "undesiderable effects" and the 
disease progresses, quickly transform his existence in a succession of events, real and imaginary, in 
which the order of things and logic give way to chaos and irrationality. 
The undesiderable effects is a kaleidoscopic and moving novel, schizophrenic and sometimes 
ironic, often lyrical, always engaging.  
 
Parkinson's is a neurodegenerative disease. The average age of onset is around 58-60 years, but about 
5% of patients may have a juvenile onset between 21 and 40 years. The protagonist of this novel 
belongs to that 5%. 
 
“Perhaps I was no longer able, as before, to walk or to think in a common manner, especially for a long 
period of time; but in those few moments of lucidity, I wanted to use them to run away from fate that 
someone had written for me. 
I did not want to heal, I never claimed so much. 
I just wanted to have the opportunity to live, being sick.” 
 
 
Roberta Gentile was born in Verona in 1970 and she is living in Rome since 1972. She is an architect 
and a couple of years ago, on her bloc note, began to appear near the drawings and the notes of the 
meetings, the first few pages of her debut novel. 
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 Author: GIANNI MARCHETTI 
 Title:     CITIZEN BAND 
THE FIRST INVESTIGATION OF DETECTIVE CASCIONI  
                (CITIZEN BAND) 
 Pages:   200 
 First Publisher: Morellini editore 
 Publication: August, 2018 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 

A REFINED CRIME STORY THAT DESCRIBES THE 
ATMOSPHERE OF THE LOMBARDY REGION IN THE 
SEVENTIES, FROM THE IRONIC POINT OF VIEW OF 

DETECTIVE CASCIONE, A NEAPOLITAN TRANSPLANTED 
IN MILAN 

 

A crime story that takes the readers back to the dense atmosphere of a crucial year for Italy: 1978. 
Three popes, two presidents, a country in crisis. Great changes, high hopes and a disgusting crime: 
the cadaver of a black homeless at the Central Station of Milan.  
Detective Cascione has no doubts: the responsible is a gang of young criminals, like Clockwork 
Orange, led by a killer domiciled in Novara, in action between Piemonte and Lombardy. Convinced 
that solving the case, he will get the coveted promotion, he puts himself on the trail of the main 
suspect: Ermete Cherubini. 
Ermete does not know he has activated a real machine of suspicion with the reckless gesture of a silly 
evening. The boy does not even know what direction to give to his life and for which reason Gloria 
abandoned him. Wounded by abandonment, he spends his days on the 27 MHz of the Citizen Band; 
playing the trumpet and swimming at the municipal swimming pool. However, he seems to hide a 
secret. 
Cascione, on the other hand, is convinced that he has the murderer in his hands working undercover 
he meets Ermete. The meeting reveals unexpected backstory and gives rise to a strange complicity 
between the two. The enigma will be unveiled only at the end. 
 

Gianni Marchetti teaches Philosophy and History. His poems are translated into French and English 
and published in international magazines in India, Singapore and the United States on Ping Pong, 
the art magazine of the Henry Miller Memorial Library. He published the novel Say hello to Henry 
Miller! Panic novel (Lampi di Stampa, 2013), translated into English, and the poetic collection  La voce 
dei grandi edifici  (Zoom Feltrinelli, 2013). 
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Author: MARCO MONTEMARANO 
Title:     UNCERTAIN PLACES 
                (INCERTI POSTI) 
 Pages:   220 
 First Publisher: Morellini Editore 
 Publication: 2017 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 
  
THE LATEST NOVEL BY THE WINNER OF NERI POZZA PRIZE 2013 
 

 
 

Antonio, 16 years old, is keen of parkour, but he does not like his life. A 
baby gang persecutes him, his best friend suffers from suicidal mania and his mother has an absurd 
boyfriend who plays the ukulele and goes around barefoot. But Antonio's real problem is another: he 
does not know who his father is. 
 
Matteo, 42 years old, is an industry manager in crisis who has lived in Northern Europe for years. In 
the past he had a trauma: he is convinced that when he was seven years old, together with his sister, 
he has killed a seven-year-old boy.  
  
Now that child reappears as an adult, in the guise of one of his colleague managers. Is it really him? 
Each of the two protagonists will have in the life of the other the function of restoring the dramas of 
the past. And starting from their meeting it unfolds a story full of twists and surprises, in which destiny 
plays a perfidious and subtle role. 
 

"The novel explores the hopelessness of the loss, the difficulty to absorb it in the soul, to give it any 
sense. The deprivation of pain, the agony of that no more forever, it hides inside us. One being is a 

tender and desperate book." Mario Baudino, La Stampa 
 

"The writer raises the density of its expressive reserves in which we find the majesty of talent." 
L'Unità 

 
"Montemarano has succeeded in this story to overcome the personal dimension of the protagonists 

and also to speak about the time we live in." Ansa 
 

Marco Montemarano was born in Milan and grew up in Rome. He has been living in Germany for over twenty 
years. He works as a journalist and translator in Munich. He is a musician and composes music for films and 
documentaries. His latest album, The Art of Solo Guitar, was produced by the record label Roba di Hamburg. His 
first novel La ricchezza won The Neri Pozza Prize in 2013. His website is: www.marcomontemarano.de 
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 Author: MARCO MONTEMARANO 
 Title:     THE WEALTH 
                (LA RICCHEZZA) 
 Pages:   260 
 First Publisher: Neri Pozza 
 Publication: 2013 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 

WINNER OF THE FIRST EDITION OF THE NERI POZZA 
LITERARY PRIZE 

 
Giovanni, motherless son, lives a sort of adolescence "by proxy". His life is polarized and 
nullified by the contrasting personalities of his two best friends, Fabrizio and Mario Pedrotti , 
sons of a powerful politician. The two brothers are unable to communicate each other for 
years and they will use him as a medium. Giovanni, called Hitchcock by his friends , has the 
privilege of being welcomed into the inner circle of the family Pedrotti. Apparently he is one 
of them , but he really is, and always will be, the only witness of their uttered lives. Giovanni 
will access to the secrets of the family. He will know the subtle physical torture that Fabrizio, 
the charming boy admired by all, deals to the brother since childhood. He will fall in love 
with the sister of Fabrizio and Mario, Maddalena, who will grant the privilege to sneak like a 
thief in her room. With the death of the Honorable Pedrotti everything changes. Maddalena 
moves to South America. Giovanni goes to live in Ireland and then Germany. He forget 
everything, at least in appearance. But two decades after the past erupts in his life and 
subverts it. He painfully proceeds along a path of reconstruction of his fragmented memory. 
 

“Thanks to an essential style of writing and a good deal of narrative talent, fragmented 
memories are recomposed in a comprehensive picture and reality appears in a different light, 

and at the end, surprising.” La Repubblica 
 

“The transience of youth, deception of memory and of the identity considered unassailable: 
these are the themes of Montemarano, addressed in a brought and essential style.” Corriere 

della Sera 
 

“La ricchezza is a fitzgeraldian novel with a witness-protagonist who tells us the story of a 
golden age that falls, a story in which physical beauty at the beginning seduces but over time 

more often isolate.” Il Sole 24 ore 
 

Marco Montemarano was born in Milan and grew up in Rome. He has been living in Germany for 
over twenty years. He works as a journalist and translator in Munich. He is a musician and composes 
music for films and documentaries. His latest album, The Art of Solo Guitar, was produced by the 
record label Roba di Hamburg. His first novel La ricchezza won The Neri Pozza Prize in 2013. His 
website is: www.marcomontemarano.de 
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Title:     ONE BEING 
                (UN SOLO ESSERE) 
 Pages:   180 
 First Publisher: Neri Pozza 
 Publication: 2015 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 
  
THE NEW NOVEL BY THE WINNER OF NERI POZZA PRIZE 
2013 
 

 
AN INTENSE NOVEL INSPIRED BY A TRUE STORY THAT THE AUTHOR TURNS INTO 
AN EXTRAORDINARY EXISTENTIAL PARABLE. A MATURE AND AMBITIOUS NOVEL 

THAT REMINDS JAVIER CERCAS'S STYLE AND HIS ABILITY TO RECONSTRUCT 
HISTORICAL EVENTS 

 
Personally touched by the murder of an Italian boy took place in Monaco on 28th of May 2013 
and still unresolved (the crime took place in three hundred meters from his home and the 
girlfriend of the boy was his student), Marco Montemarano - winner of the first edition of the 
Neri Pozza Prize with La Ricchezza - has written a novel that recounting the true story does 
not want to hand it to oblivion, and at the some time, it's a a work in which the themes of his 
own writing, the strangeness of the world and the arduous search of identity, are wonderfully 
intertwined. 
 
"The novel explores the hopelessness of the loss, the difficulty to absorb it in the soul, to give 

it any sense. The deprivation of pain, the agony of that no more forever, it hides inside us. 
One being is a tender and desperate book." Mario Baudino, La Stampa 

 
"The writer raises the density of its expressive reserves in which we find the majesty of talent." 

Enzo Verrengia, L'Unità 
 

"Montemarano has succeeded in this story to overcome the personal dimension of the 
protagonists and also 

to speak about the time we live in." Ansa 
 

Marco Montemarano was born in Milan and grew up in Rome. He has been living in Germany for 
over twenty years. He works as a journalist and translator in Munich. He is a musician and composes 
music for films and documentaries. His latest album, The Art of Solo Guitar, was produced by the 
record label Roba di Hamburg. His first novel La ricchezza won The Neri Pozza Prize in 2013. His 
website is: www.marcomontemarano.de 
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Title:     THE TOWN BAND OF TAMBURELLO. COMMISSIONER 
PASSALACQUA'S FIRST INVESTIGATION 
                (LA BANDA DI TAMBURELLO. LA PRIMA INDAGINE 
DEL COMMISSARIO PASSALACQUA) 
 Pages:   300 
 
 First Publisher: Solferino 
 Publication:  October, 2018  
 
Rights: Worldwide 
Offer pending from Solferino for the sequel 

 
 

THE FIRST EPISODE OF THE COMMISSIONER PASSALACQUA’S SERIES. A CRIME 
NOVEL THAT HAS THE CHARM OF ORAL STORYTELLING AND THE RHYTHM OF 

THE THEATRICAL PIECE, SPARKLING WITH LINGUISTIC INVENTION, 
TENDERNESS, SUSPENSE AND FUN. 

 

A former fascist with a cut throat may want to say one thing: political revenge. Of course, the 
war is over for almost twenty years, Marione Orsi had regretted his past and now only beat 
the bass drum. Then, who is killing, one by one, the members of the band of Tamburello, a 
little town out among the quarries of Massa Carrara? The first to go was former fascist Marione 
Orsi (bass drum), then the anarchist Rocchino (euphonium) who died a suspicious death in 
his bed, then tenor saxophonist and lady's man Maurizio and finally even the red-headed 
clarinetist Teresa... As well as setting the female hearts of Tamburello a flutter, the 
investigation headed by charming Sicilian commissioner Eriberto Passalacqua brings to light 
first the innocent and not-so-innocent sexual peccadilloes of the town and then the even more 
shocking secret which lies behind the quadruple murder. Pierfrancesco Poggi revives the Alta 
Versilia of the early sixties in a plot that brings characters and events to the forefront like on 
a stage. A crime novel that has the charm of oral storytelling and the rhythm of the 
theatrical piece, sparkling with linguistic invention, tenderness, suspense and fun. 
 
 

 
 
 
Pierfrancesco Poggi is a theatre, cinema and television actor, musician, 
songwriter, and writer for radio. The Commissioner Passalacqua 
detective series is his fiction debut. 
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 Title: WHAT YOU LIKE TO DO IS WHAT YOU DO BETTER 
            (QUELLO CHE TI PIACE FARE È CIÒ CHE SAI FARE 
MEGLIO) 
 Pages:   192 
 First Publisher: Fabbri editore 
 Publication: June, 2018 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 
 

ANY WOMEN CAN MAKE HER PASSION FLOURISH, A 
MANUAL TO ENHANCE YOUR TALENTS 

 

 

"We all need to listen to the thoughts of women who do what they like and care about their 
business, because the women that have succeeded, have become an example." 

 
An inspirational book and a practical manual to change your life starting from today. 
The inspiration to improve already exists within you, the skills that distinguish you are 
waiting to be revealed. How? Listening to you, following the traces of wellness that are 
released inside you when you apply yourself in something you love to do.  
The exemplary story of Filomena accompanies you to the amazing rediscovery of the 
incredible talent that already exists within you: it does not matter whether you want to be a 
pastry chef or an architect, a scientist or a blogger, a politician or a babysitter, because what 
you like to do is what you do better, it’s trought this point of view that you will discover your 
greatest strength. 
 
 
 
Filomena Pucci is a television author and contributor to the Corriere della Sera blog “La 
27esima ora”, and to "La nuvola del lavoro", on which she writes stories about women and 
businesses. Work and passion are the themes of her workshops she organizes all round Italy 
and Swizerland. Thanks to the crowfunding, she has published "Appassionate. Stories of 
women and businesses", a narrative reportage on the female excellences in the world of 
work and business.  
The facebook page of "Appassionate" reaches every day thousands of followers.  
Her web site: http://appassionate.eu 
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 Title:     MISTERIOUS CRIMES AT THE SPA 
                (SANI DA MORIRE) 
 Pages:   240 
 First Publisher: Sperling & Kupfer 
 Publication: June, 2016 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 
English sample available 

A CRIME STORY THAT RECALLS MALVALDI AND VITALI NOVELS. 
A DETECTIVE STORY FULL OF EVIL NONAGENARIAN, YOUNG 

CAREGIVERS AND SURPRISING CRIMES, IN THE BACKGROUND 
OF ONE HEALTHY CENTER VERY DANGEROUS 

 

In summer Chianciano Terme (the central termal that ispired the director Fellini for the realization of 
his masterpiece "8 1/2") is populated by a crowd of elderly holidaymakers, seeking for quitness. 
Suddenly, tranquility is interrupted by a series of mysterious crimes. The investigation is carried out 
by the attractive fifty-year-old Police Officer Angiolino. The fascinating cop have to face not only the 
mysterious murders, but also the extravagant and toublesome helpers: Carolina, an eighteen years old 
waitress, who wants to investigate with the help of his i-phone, hoping to seduce him; the hundred-
year-old Cisalpina, a very precarious witness, and the pensioners Rutilio, Agapito, and Pompeo, ... 
which make sex convinced to have eternal youth. To solve the case, Angiolino will look back in time, 
and in the sprightly old men memory. Good luck! 
A surprising debut novel. As Vitali and Malvaldi, Paola Rinaldi set in the province her tender and 
hilarious crime story.  Written with a comic verve and filled with ironic and biting characters, the 
world of old age and nursing homes in the Rinaldi’ novel is the most fun and the most amazing!   
 

"Improvised sparkling and agée detectives, are in the first novel by Paola Rinaldi, Mercedes and 
Cisalpina, two pensioners on vacation in Chianciano who give a hand to Marshall Cavicchioli. Hoping 

the adventures will continue. "Corriere della Sera 
 

"After the last bitter laugh and appreciated with satisfaction the balance with which the plot has 
slipped away without smudging and easy ploy until the epilogue," Sani da morire "by Paola Rinaldi 

leaves the sadness of a bittersweet when you close a nice holiday ". La Repubblica 
 

"A sparkling literary debut that elevates the crime novel to ironic comedy of the third age" Donna 
Moderna 

 
Paola Rinaldi is an actress and writer. She has worked with the most important theatral italian directors. She 
wrotes two non-fiction books and a theatral  piece.  Misterious crimes at the Spa is her first novel. 
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Author: RODOLFO ROSSI, CLAUDIO ARBIB 
Title:  A BIZARRE CASE FOR THE COMMISSIONER CARRA 
           (UN CASO BIZZARRO PER IL COMMISSARIO 
CARRA) 
 Pages:   250 
 
 First Publisher: Newton Compton 
 Publication: June, 2016 
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
 

 

 

A COMPELLING AND WELL WRITTEN CRIME NOVEL, WITH A PROTAGONIST, 
COMMISSIONER CARRA, "TYPICALLY" ROMAN; AN ANTI-HERO OF OUR TIME, 
STRUGGLING WITH THE MANY WORLDS OF AN INDIFFERENT AND SLY CITY 

 

A hateful crime. Because the victim is a child. Commissioner Carra (a brisk Commissioner) 
struggles with an elephant disappeared and with an unlikely witness ranting. In a chaotic and 
suburban Rome, the investigation (a simple burglary, a probable drug trafficking, the excesses 
of a teenager restless) lead the policeman to embark on a violent and surreal story populated 
by circus, nomads, cultural mediators , homeless, priests and sinners. With the invaluable 
help of his friend, Professor Bevilacqua, will be the art, (a surrealist painting precisely), to 
bring them to the solution of the case. Turning into concrete suggestions and subtle clues like 
the legs of elephants of Salvador Dali, or the beaks of birds of Hieronymus Bosch. 

 

Rodolfo Rossi is a musician and Claudio Arbib is an engineer. They are friends and live in Rome. 
This is their second novel. 
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 Author: MARISA SALABELLE 
 Title: THE SUMMER WHEN EFISIA CADDOZZU WAS 
KILLED 
           (L’ESTATE CHE AMMAZZARONO EFISIA CADDOZZU) 
 Pages:  224 
 First Publisher: Piemme 
 Publication: July, 2015 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE SUMMER WHEN EFISIA CADDOZZU WAS KILLED IT IS A THRILLER THAT 
EXPLORES THE  ABYSS OF THE HUMAN SPECIES, IT IS THE STORY OF A FAMILY 
THAT HAS EMIGRATED, BUT IT IS ALSO THE STORY OF A UNCONVENTIONAL 

WOMAN. IT IS AN UNFORGETTABLE “FRESCO” OF THE ITALIAN PROVINCE, FROM 
THE ‘60S TO ‘90S 

 
The story takes place in Pistoia, on July 25th, 1994. During the feast of St. James, the patron of 
the city, two boys find the corpse of a woman near a ditch. She has no documents on her, is 
dressed and made up like a whore, and has been brutally murdered. After frantic 
investigations, carried out by the police and by a young reporter who dreams of a scoop, it 
turns out that the body is that of Efisia Caddozzu, a primary school teacher, whose 
disappearance had been reported by her elderly father, an invalid living in a nursing home. 
The clues seem to take the trail of suspicion towards the Albanian community: Efisia was a 
voluntary worker, in the world of immigrants which she well knew, and had taken a young 
intemperate and violent Albanian under her wing. But who was Efisia Caddozzu really? Why 
had a simple school teacher been abandoned on the side of a road with her skull smashed in? 
The investigation leads them all to a single suspect but the truth about the death of Efisia is 
another, and it is a shocking one. 
 

“A very unique detective story.” La Repubblica 
 

 
Marisa Salabelle was born in Sardinia but from the age of ten years old has lived in Pistoia, Tuscany. 
She teaches Literature in high school. She is married and has four children, The summer when Efisia 
Caddozzu was killed is her first novel. 
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 Author: SILVANA SANTO 
 Title: ONE GREEN MOTHER, HOW TO GROW A CHILD 
WITHOUT POLLUTING AS AN OIL TANKER 
            (UNA MAMMA GREEN, CRESCERE UN FIGLIO SENZA 
INQUINARE UNA PETROLIERA) 
 Pages:    
 First Publisher: Giunti 
 Publication: March, 2017 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ONEGREENMOTHER, HOW TO GROW A CHILD WITHOUT POLLUTING AS AN OIL 
TANKER IS A BOOK AIMED TO THE LARGE NUMBER OF MOTHERS WHO FEEL THE 

NEED TO BE A MOTHER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 
 

Silvana Santo, author of the homonym blog, has always been dedicated to ecology, after 
having children, she has felt the need to communicate their experiences and emotions to all 
those mothers, but also to those fathers whose are seeking advice on how to care for their 
child without lessening the responsibility that every human being has towards the 
environment. In addition to these tips, the book is enriched with suggestions, thoughts, deep 
and authentic reflections on the extraordinary experience of motherhood that mothers of the 
second millennium could neglect and ignore, because of lack of time and their professional 
responsibilities. A guide that wants to fill a blank that only a few decades ago was filled by the 
wisdom of older women of the family. A guide to discover the pleasure and richness of the 
slowly caregiving, to deeply understand that the experience of motherhood is an experience 
of metamorphosis and transformation through which the woman can get rich and get 
stronger. Trough the parenting experience everyone can build a chain of precious affections to 
educate the children to become healthy in the human relationships and towards the 
environment. 
 

Silvana Santo, with a  degree in environmental science, she is a journalist dealing with environment 
and ecology. After having children, she opened the blog that soon became a reference point for tens of 
thousands Italian mothers. Her blog: www.unamammagreen.com 
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 Author: SANDRO SETTIMJ 
 Title: AS FAR AS I'M CONCERNED I’M ALWAYS IN LOVE 
           (PER QUANTO MI RIGUARDA SONO SEMPRE 
INNAMORATO) 
 Pages:   261 
 
 First Publisher: Mondadori 
 Publication: 2014 

 
Rights sold to: Turkey (Eksik Parça Yayınları) - Slovak  
(Fortuna)  
Rights: Worldwide 
 

 
AS FAR AS I'M CONCERNED I’M ALWAYS IN LOVE IS A SENTIMENTAL 

BILDUNGSROMAN, WRITTEN WITH A SENSE HUMOR THAT RECALLS OF THE 
EARLY WOODY ALLEN MOVIES OR THE NOVELS BY DIEGO DE SILVA 

 
Ugo loves women. The problem is that he does not understand them. He is an eternal 
student who spend the time in his basement daydreaming romantic encounters with 
idealized women from the fairy tales. But in real life, he only meets silly, empty women who 
disappoint him. When, after graduation he finally decides to leave his city in search of better 
fortune, Ugo finds himself in a reality only apparently different from the one he has left 
home. What lies behind an attractive girl smile? What is there behind her seductive eyes? Is 
there a fawn-eyed girl or an experienced seductress? Ugo does not know it and his attempts 
to seduce women are always a disaster. And his love affairs always end up with a goodbye or 
a slamming door. The women run into his life as the end credits of a movie. Until the day 
when a girl breaks his heart. Many readers will identify with Ugo's vulnerability. He is a 
victim of his own delusions and frustrations. 
 
“With funny style and very suitable for a television transposition (the trend is Tutti matti per 

amore) Settimj sketches out a captivating plot." La Repubblica 
 

"The Sandro Settimj novel discovered thanks to a starting effect."Venerdì di Repubblica 
 

"A burst of (intelligent) laughs and sentimental and enlightening reflections." Marie Claire 
 

 
Sandro Settimj is 50 years old and works as a writer for RAI; he writes TV scripts and screenplays. In 
the past, after a degree in languages, he decided to work as a teacher and entertainer at Holiday camps 
across the world. This is his first novel. 
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ABOUT US 
 
Walkabout Literary Agency – Via Ruffini 2/a 
00195 Rome Italy 
 
Ombretta Borgia: ombretta.borgia@gmail.com 
Fiammetta Biancatelli: fiammettabiancatelli@gmail.com 
info@walkaboutliteraryagency.com 
www.walkaboutliteraryagency.com 
 
facebook: Walkabout Literary Agency 
Instagram: walkabout_Lit_Age 

 
 
Walkabout Literary Agency was established in 2014 and 

since then has been successfully operating in the fields of book publishing and translation rights 
sales, Film/Tv licensing. We are proud to represent various leading Italian and foreign writers as 
well as some new and talented voices. WLA represents authors from all around the world in the 
fields of literary and commercial fiction, children fiction and general non-fiction. In five years WLA 
has forged solid and fruitful relationships with the major Italian and foreign publishing groups and 
Tv and movie producers. We represent also foreign publishers in the sale of translation rights.  
We attend the most important international bookfairs like Frankfurt, London, Paris, Madrid, Milan 
and Turin. 
Wla it's based in Rome, Italy. 
 
Fiammetta Biancatelli is Owner and Managing Director. She has been Spanish translator and 
co-founder of nottetempo edizioni, which has worked as an editor in the Italian and translated 
fiction. She worked also as a press officer in chief and events planner for Publishers and Book 
Festivals before creating and starting to manage Walkabout Literary Agency. 
 
Ombretta Borgia is Owner and Rights and Contract Manager, she has been Portuguese translator 
and she has worked for 12 years as a Foreign Rights Manager for Editori Riuniti, before creating the 
agency. 
 

“Walkabout” is a long ritual journey that Aboriginal people engage in, by walking through large 
expanses of grasslands in Australia; this allows them to have contacts and exchanges of resources, 
both material and spiritual, such as the traditional songs. Bruce Chatwin recounted  the Walkabout 
in his “Songlines”: "(...) It was believed that each totemic ancestor, on his journey across the country 
had spread a trail of words and musical notes along his footprints, and that these Dream tracks had 
remained on the ground as a 'way' of communication between the various distant tribes. A song was 
simultaneously both a map and a trasmitting aerial. (...) And a man during a walkabout 
always moved following a song path (...).” 

We believe that the name Walkabout describes very well and encompasses the philosophy and the 
work spirit of our agency. 

 


